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Editing policy for
an environmental report
We changed our editing policy when preparing this
year’s environmental report. Based on reports published by other companies, our philosophy up to
last year has been to include as much information
as possible to compile a more comprehensive document. We however discovered that this made the
document so large that it obscured the Nitto Denko
Group’s “philosophy of environmental management”
and the “environmental activities of the fiscal year.”
As an experiment, we have therefore decided to
edit the contents as follows:
1. Clearly state the impact the Nitto Denko Group’s
business and business activities have on the environment and report what we are doing to reduce
impact on the environment at the manufacturing
stage.
2. Report activities based on trend of the times
when the report is published.
For example, this year’s report takes up our
“initiatives with PRTR.”
3. Introduce the Nitto Denko Group’s original and
advanced activities.
We also have decided to post primarily the technical details on our Web site to reduce the amount of
paper used for the report while still providing a
complete description of our activities.

Tetsuo Horiuchi
Director and General Manager of Environmental
Technology Development Department

Coping with Environmental Problems
while being Open, Fair and Best
The organisms living on the Earth crawled up on land from the primeval
sea, and evolved in various ways to adapt to changes in the environment.
The twentieth century, which was supposed to have given us a more
abundant lifestyle, however has had an excessive impact on the environment and has placed animals that have managed to survive from times
immemorial on the brink of extinction. As individuals, we must think of
“harmony with the environment” as indispensable for our corporate activities.
At Nitto Denko, we have established an environmental budget, and in fiscal
2001, we achieved our targets for reduction of volume of industrial waste
discarded and amount of organic solvents discharged into the environment
a year ahead of schedule, enabling us to revise our targets upward.
We lead all other companies in introducing flow cost accounting as a method
of assessing environmental accounting by tying it into countermeasures
and results. We promise to continue to practice “environmental management”
based on the slogan “from dealing with that problem at its destination to
dealing with that problem at its source.”
All of our operations are open to the public, decided fairly, and the best is
incorporated into the conclusion. We therefore work on environmental
problems in the spirit of “Open, Fair and Best.” We ask all of you for your
advice and guidance along with your understanding of the environmental
activities of the Nitto Denko Group.
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Material flow,Voluntary plan
PRTR data: 7 domestic Nitto Denko plants
Environmental accounting:
Nitto Denko Corp. and 5 domestic
Nitto Denko Group companies
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